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25hours hotels are not off -the-peg. Tailor-made for each
location, every hotel tells its very own story. Sometimes
cool, sometimes colourful, sometimes nostalgic, sometimes
sophisticated – a 25hours hotel is a quirky grab bag of
contemporary services.
Eating and drinking play an important role at 25hours.
Depending on the location, adapted gastronomic offers
are waiting for travellers and locals alike. This is where
city nomad meets local hero.
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25hours Hotel

HafenCity

FACTS & FIGURES
HOTEL

170 rooms • free MINI rental •
Schindelhauer bikes for rent • Jogging
corner • Harbour Sauna • Garage •
free high-speed WiFi • event venue
for 200 people • Message in a
bottle-station

a girl in every port.
The hotel in the hanseatic city straddles the boundaries between the traditional Port
Quarter, historical Speicherstadt and ultramodern HafenCity. Its concept is inspired
by this unique location, while the interior design reflects the conflicting forces of the
port and the sea, a longing for home and the pull of faraway places. The rooms are
warm and cosy, as one might expect from a real sailors’ home. Typically for 25hours,
shipbuilding elements and materials are playfully integrated throughout
the establishment.

ROOMS

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth
speaker • canvasco bag
FOOD & DRINKS

TOP 3 FEATURES

Heimat Restaurant

SHIP CONTAINER
CONFERENCE
ROOM

SAUNA WITH A
PORT VIEW

VINY
ROOM

F1

F2

F3

CONTACT AND
LOCATION
25hours Hotel HafenCity
Überseeallee 5, 20457 Hamburg
p +49 40 25 77 77 0
hafencity@25hours-hotels.com
Nearest public transport stop:
Überseequartier (U-Bahn Linie 4)
Nearest sight:
Elbphilharmonie

← Heimat Restaurant
Superb cuisine, prepared using the
fi nest regional produce from Germany,
Austria and Switzerland
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25hours Hotel

← The Boilerman Bar
Hamburg
Skilfully mixed highballs and long drinks
in a laid-back atmosphere complemented
by a constantly
changing selection
of rums for rum
aficionados.

ALTES HAFENAMT
ships that pass

in the night.

TOP 3 F
E

25hours Hotel Altes Hafenamt
Osakaallee 12
20457 Hamburg
p +49 40 55 55 75 0
hafenamt@25hours-hotels.com

1. The
Boilerman Bar
—
2. Historical
building
—
3. Boules court

Nearest public transport stop:
Überseequartier (U-Bahn Linie 4)
Nearest sight:
Miniatur Wunderland

facts & figures
HOTEL

49 rooms • free MINI rental •
Schindelhauer bikes for rent •
Jogging corner • Garage • free
high-speed Wi-Fi • event venue
for 10 people • Lindengarten
court yard
ROOMS

Minibar included • Safe •
Bluetooth speaker • canvasco bag
FOOD & DRINKS

NENI Hamburg • The Boilerman Bar

URES
AT

Like at the neighbouring 25hours Hotel
HafenCity, the maritime theme is an
integral part of the Altes Hafenamt, the
place where clerks once sketched nautical charts and sailors reported from their
voyages across the seas.

↓ NENI Hamburg

CONTACT AND
LOCATION

The 25hours Hotel Altes Hafenamt is the
oldest building in HafenCity Hamburg.
It opened in 2016 in the former office
building of the Hamburg Port Authority,
just a stone’s throw away from the
25hours Hotel HafenCity. Built in
1885/86, the building is now home to
49 rooms, a restaurant and a bar, right in
the heart of the HafenCity pedestrian
zone.

Cosmopolitan soul
food. In keeping with
family Molcho’s
concept, the NENI
Hamburg serves
eclectic, Eastern
Mediterranean cuisine
mixed with local
influences.
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HAMBURG

The guides have plenty of tales to tell,
so this shared journey through the
hermetic worlds of the Elbe city
imparts to the travellers a sense of
intimate bonding with the real, lively
and authentic Hamburg. And these
colourful jaunts through the city are
available in any weather, no matter
how shit it might be.

EntEnWerDer 1
Café Entenwerder 1, which has enriched one of Hamburg’s most impoverished districts in so many ways since
summer 2015, is located right at the
heart of Rothenburgsort. Perched on a
pontoon on the Northern Elbe, it brings
art and culture together with social
commitment and North German
serenity. Curious?

AutOmuSeum – pROtOtyp

↘ Entenwerder 1 Entenwerder 1

This is the perfect place for lovers
of fast cars and great design. The
Prototyp Museum retraces a proud
80 years of motor racing history –
exhibiting legendary classic cars
right next to the latest jewels of
Formula 1, all of them bursting to
tell their stories. Have you ever raced
round the circuit in a 356 driving
simulator or listened to the sound
of an engine
in
the
Audiobox?
If not, it’s about time!

CraFt Beer StoRe
The Craft Beer Store in Hamburg’s
Schanzenhöfe has been up and
running since 2013. It stocks over 400
types and styles of beer, including
specialities from Hamburg, Germany
and the whole world. Among them are
plenty of choice rarities from littleknown microbreweries. The connected
brewery restaurant, the Altes
Mädchen, is the ideal spot to bring
our tours to a leisurely conclusion.
↘ Craft Beer Store Lagerstraße 30a
Altes Mädchen Lagerstraße 28b

↘ Prototyp Museum
Shanghaiallee 7

Waterkant Touren rescues your tour of the city if it astonishingly
rains during your visit to Hamburg. Their charming VW vans
whisk you around to special places, accompanied by local characters as guides. Firmly eschewing the tourist hamster wheel, you
can take the time and the peace to absorb slightly out of the way –
but no less interesting – parts of the city and their sights: Romantic traces of Hanseatic industry to the south-east juxtapose with
the green embankments and fruit plantations round about.

IN THE VAN AND VROOM! WATERKANT TOURS EXPLORES
HAMBURG OFF THE BEATEN
TRACK
As a provider of alternative city
tours, Waterkant Touren has consciously explored
new tourist destinations since 2014, also in shitty
weather of course. Small groups set off in the
comfy VW vans to visit selected spots around
Hamburg in the company of local guides – a
personal, unusual and most definitely authentic
way for both visitors to the city and old friends.
↘

waterkant-touren.com

25hours Hotel
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facts & figures

G
O
L
D
M
A
N

HOTEL

ROOMS

97 rooms • free MINI rental •
Schindelhauer bikes for rent •
Jogging corner • Parking • free
high-speed Wi-Fi • event venue
for 80 people

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth
speaker • FREITAG bag
FOOD & DRINKS

Ristorante Isoletta • Oost Bar

TOP 3
FEAT
URES
1

FRANKFURT'S
MOST COLOURFUL
HOTEL

2

INTERNATIONALLY
RENOWNED
GOLDMAN
RESTAURANT

3

STORIES OF
FRANKFURT
PERSONALITIES

↑ Ristorante Isoletta

Vivere Italiano! Highquality, authentic
Italian cuisine with a
special focus on pinsa,
mozzarella and pasta.

it’s gold,
man.
Situated at the heart of Frankfurt’s
lively Ostend district, urban nomads
will feel immediately at home in this
hotel. Modern architecture and industrial heritage converge at this location,
blending the worlds of gourmet cuisine
and Germany’s legendary fried sausage.
The hotel itself is a lesson in stylish
understatement. Its two dichotomous
parts are inspired by the tales of local
and international characters.

← Oost Bar

Straight-laced drinks
and the flair of a big
city bar from bygone
ages.

25hours Hotel The Goldman
Hanauer Landstraße 127
60314 Frankfurt am Main
p +49 69 40 58 68 90
goldman@25hours-hotels.com
Nearest public transport stop(s):
Ostbahnhof (U6),
Osthafenplatz (Linie 11)
Nearest sights:
Mainufer, Frankfurt Zoo

CONTACT
AND
LOCATION
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25hours Hotel

THE TRIP
TOP THREE
FEATURES

time for another
adventure.

01 ROOFTOP
SAUNA
02 PATIO ROSSO
03 ROOFTOP
FITNESS
COURSE

The hotel is centrally located, close to Frankfurt’s
main train station, in the colourful, quirky Bahnhofsviertel, which is known as a melting pot for
many different cultures and nationalities. In the
same vein, each floor – from the lobby to the roof –
is reminiscent of adventurous journeys and legendary expeditions. The Arctic, tropics and mountains
become laid-back sanctuaries, quenching a thirst for
adventure and a longing for faraway places.

FACTS & FIGURES
HOTEL

152 rooms • free MINI rental •
Schindelhauer bikes for rent •
Jogging corner • Sauna • Parking
area • free high-speed Wifi • event
venue for 100 people • Co-workingspace • rooftop terrace
ROOMS

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth
speaker • FREITAG /canvasco bag
FOOD & DRINKS

BAR SHUKA • SHUKA BAR •
SHUKA CAFE

↑ BAR SHUKA

An homage to
Oriental markets.
SHUKA BAR
Stylish, elegant
and classic location
serving Japanese
sake-based drinks.

CONTACT &
LOCATION

25hours Hotel The Trip
Niddastraße 56–58
60329 Frankfurt am Main
p +49 69 25 66 77 0
thetrip@25hours-hotels.com

Nearest public transport stop(s):
Frankfurt Hauptbahnhof
(alle S- und U-Bahnlinien)
Nearest sight:
Mainufer

← In the co-working

space of the 25hours
Hotel The Trip, there's
a suitable niche for
every workaholic.
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↘1
2
3
4

6

5
6
7
8

THE STORYTELLER

Cafébar im Kunstverein Markt 44
Itaba Töngesgasse 42
Bitter & Zart Braubachstraße 14
Freitagsküche
Mainzer Landstraße 105
Kunstverein Familie Montez
Honsellstraße 7
Palmengarten Frankfurt
Siesmayerstraße 61
Saravini Hanauer Landstraße 119
Hafen 2 Nordring 129, Offenbach

25h
The Goldman

2
25h
The Trip

1

3

4

7

8 →

5

POSITION: Designer, responsible for
the overall design on both large and
small scale.
VINTAGE: a good one!
In Frankfurt since he was lobbed
out a candy bomber over the city
in 1989.

THE START OF
THE DAY
Easy now. Wake up first. Hop aboard
tram number 11 and get off at Römer.
Rock, paper, scissors! Usually the
1 Café im Kunstverein wins. Breakfast, then throw all good intentions
overboard ...
Breakfast done, I’ll head over to the 2
Itaba store. It stocks all the Japanese
products you could want for the kitchen,
table, apartment and accessories as
well… I never leave empty handed. After
that I’ll wander on down to the Salon
3 Bitter & Zart. This creative coffee
bar with Turkish décor also serves tea
specialties, macaroons and tarts. And if
I’m in a good mood I’ll even knock back
a glass of champagne. Three if my mood
is foul.

LUNCH
I often head to 4 Freitagsküche close
to the central station for a spot of lunch.
You’re never really certain if you’ll get
anything to eat in this restaurant. But
it’s delicious if you do!

AFTERNOON

EVENING

If I fancy a spot of modern art in the
afternoon I’ll visit the 5 Kunstverein
Familie Montez e.V.. It’s always fascinating and never mainstream! A visit to
the 6 Palmengartens in the Westend
district is a good choice in winter. This
botanical garden is one of the biggest of
its kind in Germany. It’s nice and warm,
too, and I enjoy sharing gardening tips
with the grannies there. You can travel
around the world for pocket change!

If I have company, I like taking them to
the 7 Saravini restaurant in Ostend.
I’ve never heard them say that “the
kitchen is closed” (and what a kitchen!).
My favourite dish there is farfalle with
wild boar. After dinner, it’s not far from
the Hanauer Landstrasse to my old home
town of Offenbach, where the
8 Hafen 2 is located. The independent
cultural centre hosts indie concerts, themed film nights, art exhibitions and DJ
performances.

And when I finally get home later on in
the evening, I sit on my roof terrace
wearing my Batman costume and wait
for the bat-signal. But regrettably the
city stays quiet.
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25hours Hotel

AT MUSEUMSQUARTIER
TOP 3 FEATURES
1. BALCONY BATH TUBS
2. ROOF TERRACE
3. WEGHUBERPARK

← Der Dachboden bar + loft

Urban hotspot with a spectacular
view of Vienna and the best drinks.

CONTACT &
LOCATION
25hours Hotel at MuseumsQuartier
Lerchenfelder Straße 1–3, 1070 Vienna
p +43 1 521 51 0, wien@25hours-hotels.com
Nearest public transport stop(s):
Volkstheater (U3), Rathaus (U2)

we are all mad here.
The hotel is reminiscent of the theatrical circuses of
bygone ages. Everything here is surreal, astonishing
and fantastical. The interior plays with the dreams
and sensations of the circus world, reinterpreting
elements of the big tent and placing them within a
fresh context. Guests receive their first taste the
instant they set foot in the lobby. Each room holds
fascinating objects, some in plain sight and others
hidden.

FACTS & FIGURES
HOTEL

ROOMS

217 rooms (including 34 suites) • Schindelhauer
bikes for rent • Jogging corner • Sauna, Steam
Bath & Gym • Garage • free high-speed Wi-Fi •
event venue for 110 people

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth speaker •
FREITAG bag
FOOD & DRINKS

RIBELLI • Dachboden bar + loft • Burger de Ville

Nearest sights:
Museumsviertel, Parlament, Rathaus

↑↓ RIBELLI Wien
The culinary revolution of
mainstream Italian cuisine with
a focus on oven dishes and
Neapolitan pizza.
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Gerald: If music defines your life, you’ve done
everything right.

Christoph: Are you serious?
Yeah, sure. Imagine music was gone, all the songs,
all the sounds. It would be hell. Pure hell. Life
would be meaningless.

But we’d still have the wine. It wouldn’t be a
complete disaster. Anyway, aren’t we meant to
provide a few wine tips for the 25hours
magazine?
What, now?

Yes, now. We might be heading out to get a
few records anyway, we can bring the guests of
25hours along for the ride.

↘ market vinyl Westbahnstraße 22 /
Zieglergasse 40
substance record store
Westbahnstraße 16
schallter Westbahnstraße 13
recordbag Kollergerngasse 4
schallplatten-ankauf-wien.com

The area around the 25hours Hotel at Museumsquartier, so the 7th District, has become a
bit of a mecca for vinyl enthusiasts. Fans of
house and disco flock to Market on Westbahnstraße. The same street is home to Substance, a
store for indie and avant garde EDM, along with
Schallter Audio & Records that stocks hardware in addition to LPs. Just next door in the
6th District is the Recordbag
Recordbag, the perfect spot
to sample the latest alternative albums or to
thumb through the selection of second-hand
jazz singles.
singles

Vienna is actually a pretty cool place. The sheer
number of record stores is amazing, isn’t it?
That’s what I say, especially if you consider that
there’s something for everyone just a short stroll
from the hotel.

CH RISTOPH AR
TN
(Vintner) an ER
d
Gerald Trav
ni
(Radio Pres cek
enter)

It’s great inspiration for our wines as well.
So what are you up to tonight?

They lo ve wi
ne,
Vien na an d
mu
An d they li sic.
ke
spread in g
the word.
TEXT PUNK’S FINEST – PICTURE KERNDESIGN

The wines by Punk’s Finest are like a gig by your favourite
band or a song that irresistibly pulls you onto the dance floor.
Founded 2009, they have since been raising the bar for quality
Austrian wine, bringing beer back to its roots and shipping
spirits over the Atlantic. Their habit of shaping their own worlds
as maverick thinkers doesn’t stop there, either. Never
short of spontaneous ideas and carefree moments. This spirit
is reflected in the labels and in a series of events and DJ sets.
Riot by the glass… The wine scene is up in arms.

Pub crawl, maybe?

↘ Moby Dick Neustiftgasse 26
Unger & Klein at Hochhaus
Herrengasse 6–8
Restaurant Artner on Franziskanerplatz Franziskanerplatz 5
Robertos Bar Bauernmarkt 11–13 &
Jasomirgottstraße 7
Needle Vinyl Bar Färbergasse 8
Kleinod Prunkstück Bäckerstraße 4
Club Praterstraße Aspernbrückengasse 2
Radio Superfly superfly.fm

Chill at the fantastic Moby Dick,
Dick sip coffee at
the cosy Unger & Klein,
Klein eat steak at Artner
on Franziskanerplatz, extend the evening in
Roberto’s Bar, knock back a few to records in
the Needle Vinyl Bar and welcome the night
in dignified style in the Kleinod Prunkstück.
We’ll finish things off with a dance at Club
Praterstraße or pour ourselves a glass and
listen to Radio Superﬂ y.
y
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25hours Hotel

Zurich West

Top 3 features:
1. Kitchen club
2. Sauna with a view
of the Uetliberg
3. Ribelli

facts & figures
HOTEL

126 rooms • free MINI rental •
Schindelhauer bikes for rent • Jogging
corner • Sauna & Gym • free
high-speed Wi-Fi • event venue for
100 people

zurich west,
home of the brave.

ROOMS

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth
speaker • FREITAG bag
FOOD & DRINKS

It’s the most colourful hotel in the lakeside city.
Located in the vibrant District 5, Designer Alfredo
Häberli’s team has created a relaxing and homely
world teeming with playful nods to the city’s sights
and secrets. More inquisitive souls will find artistic,
innovative and cheery surprises hidden away in
many corners of the hotel.

RIBELLI

CONTACT + LOCATION
25hours Hotel Zurich West
Pfingstweidstrasse 102, 8005 Zurich
p +41 44 577 25 25
zuerichwest@25hours-hotels.com
Nearest public transport stop: Toni-Areal (Linie 4)
Nearest sight: Museum für Gestaltung

RIBELLI Zürich →
Serves traditional Italian cuisine
prepared with choice ingredients.
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TOP 3
FEATURES

Red high heels and fishnet stockings, ties and
tailored suits – two worlds collide where the lively
Langstrasse meets the hyper-modern Europaallee.
Its location at the juncture between Langstrasse,
the traditional district of subcultures and revellers,
and the more distinguished setting of Europaallee
inspired the hotel makers to channel the contrasts
between banking deals and red light shenanigans,
between art and avarice. The team headed by
designer WERNER AISSLINGER created a
holistic design concept under the working title
POCKET UNIVERSE: creative, innovative,
playful. Changing artists work in and around
the hotel and provide ever new and surprising
art objects.

a
lalalala
long.

1	GAMBLING
CORNER
2 TRAINSPOTTING
SAUNA
3 PAWNSHOP

facts & figures
HOTEL

170 rooms • free MINI rental •
Schindelhauer bikes for rent •
Jogging corner • Sauna & Gym
Parking area and garage • free
high-speed Wi-Fi • event venue
for 60 people
ROOMS

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth
speaker • FREITAG bag
FOOD & DRINKS

NENI Zürich • Cinchona Bar

contact & location
25hours Hotel Langstrasse
Langstrasse 150
8004 Zurich
p +41 44 576 50 00
langstrasse@25hours-hotels.com

Nearest public transport stop:
Zurich Main Station
Nearest sight:
Bahnhofstrasse

↑ Cinchona Bar
Sophisticated day drinking with
highballs and laid-back music.

← NENI Zürich

NENI Zürich serves the
Molcho family’s special
brand of eclectic, eastern
Mediterranean cuisine.
From the dining counter
you have a wonderful
view of the open kitchen
and the aromatic delicacies simmering on the
Josper grill.
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A CULTURAL
STROLL
THROUGH

ZURICH
Contemporary dance and art merge at
Tanzhaus Zürich. It is home to the experimental, the lively, the unsettling and the
latest trends in performing arts. Fans of
the printed word will find exceptional art
books in small editions or copied fanzines
by the local self-publishing scene at
Material, the space for literary culture,
which also hosts regular exhibitions,
readings and performances.
But you don’t have to go far to see art –
you don’t even need to go out. The studio on the ground floor offers international artists a temporary space to work.
The creative folks can stay at the hotel
while they are working and donate a
piece to the hotel’s continuously expanding collection in return. The artworks
are exhibited in the public spaces.
↘ Tanzhaus Zürich Wasserwerkstrasse 129
Material Klingenstrasse 23
Hotel studio & art collection 25hours Hotel Langstrasse

BROWSING

Foto Credit Livio Baum

A WALK
AROUND THE
CITY

ART AND
CULTURE

Foto Credit Simon Menges

gart ner

with Esther Eppstein

It’s Fun Without You
Ed Young, 2019

The confluence of the rivers Sihl and
Limmat is at the tip of the Platzspitzpark behind the National Museum,
where they just become the Limmat.
This was a favourite spot for James
Joyce, who described it in his wellknown novel Finnegans Wake. Summer
visitors can watch daredevil kids jumping off the bridge and into the river or
sip a coffee just opposite in Jugendhaus
Dynamo and take a look at the young
folks welding in the open metalworking
studio. I stroll through the park to
Restaurant Spitz, for a slice of their
imaginative cake made of regional
products. During opening hours, the
permanent multimedia exhibition Simply Zurich at the National Museum is a
great opportunity to learn more about
the city, its everyday tales and history.
A great location for devotees of the Irish
writer is the James Joyce Foundation
near Paradeplatz, which exhibits a
complete collection of his editions and
translations, as well as a Joyce walking
stick. It is also home to a reading group
that has been discussing the novel Ulysses for the last eight years.
↘ Platzspitzpark behind the National Museum Zurich
Jugendhaus Dynamo Wasserwerkstrasse 21
Restaurant Spitz and Landesmuseum Museumstrasse 2
James Joyce Foundation Augustinergasse 9

On Saturdays the popular flea market at
the Kanzlei-Areal sells everything imaginable and unimaginable, as long as it
has a past. The entire neighbourhood
gathers here with kit and caboodle for a
chat over a pick-me-up coffee, fried
sausage and later on a game of boules.
I occasionally head to the antique flea
market on Bürkliplatz in summer to
browse through some rarities and beautiful old things, then for a prosecco at
the nearby Cafe Odeon – an important
meeting place for avant-garde intellectuals and artists since 1911, later on for
emigrants from Nazi Germany as well.
Among others, Albert Einstein, Kurt
Tucholsky, Klaus Mann, Else LaskerSchüler, Alban Berg, Sophie Täuber and
the important Zurich publishers of the
exiles, Emmie and Emil Opprecht,
stayed here.
↘ Kanzlei-Areal Kanzleistrasse 52
Bürkliplatz flea market Stadthausanlage
Cafe Odeon Limmatquai 2

ESTHER EPPSTEIN
is a Zurich-based artist and creative spirit behind the
message salon, an experimental exhibition space and gatherin
g
place for artists. The term “salon” is used to describe
bringing people together in an artistic context. This is Esther’s
metier, which is expressed in its wider sense in her messag
e
salon embassy project, an artist-run residence location
for
international art aficionados in Zurich. Esther Eppstein
has
won multiple awards for her work as an artist and agent.
↘ messag esalon.ch

EVENING &
INTO THE
NIGHT

I start my evenings on Langstrasse with
some after-work drinks at the cosy
Gamper Bar, just outside the Langstrassen Quarter. It serves the best natural
wines and rarities from small producers,
accompanied by good bread with fine
tinned sardines or charcuterie. Later on
I’ll head round the corner to the bar
Der Kern: I’m friends with some local
DJs who play good music even during the
week – so rock, EDM, indie and hip-hop
– until two in the mornings at weekends.
The best place to party is the Bar 3000
that sometimes hosts gigs. Directly
below is the Club Zukunft, which opens
its dance floor for sets by international
DJs, and the club nights there don’t end
until the wee small hours.
↘ Gamper Bar Dienerstrasse 75
Der Kern Hohlstrasse 48
Bar 3000 & Club Zukunft Dienerstrasse 33

SAVING
WATER.
25HOURS
A DAY.

25hours Hotels are supporting waterprojects
in Nepal. Join them and donate now!

www.vivaconagua.org

JOIN OUR MISSION.
SAVE WATER. DONATE WATER.
stop-the-water.com
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CONTACT & LOCATION
25hours Hotel Bikini Berlin
Budapester Straße 40
10787 Berlin
p +49 30 12 02 21 0
bikini@25hours-hotels.com
Nearest public transport stop:
S+U-Bahnhof Zoologischer Garten
(S5, S7, S75 und U2, U9)
Nearest sight:
Zoological Garden

1 Unobstructed
view of the zoo

we love
alex.
The hotel blends seamlessly into the surroundings and offers its guests an authentic capital city experience. 25hours
Hotel Bikini Berlin took shape between
the green oasis of Berlin Zoo and the
urban jungle of big city life. Half of the
rooms look down on the zoo enclosures
for primates and elephants, while the
other half amaze the guests with a
delightful view of the historical Kaiser
Wilhelm Memorial Church. Lovingly
designed, the rooms are idyllic retreats
from the urban jungle outside.

2 Jungle feeling

3 Hammocks

FACTS & FIGURES
HOTEL

149 rooms • free MINI rental • Schindelhauer bikes
for rent • Jogging corner • Garage • free
high-speed Wi-Fi • event venue for 40 people
ROOMS

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth speaker •
FREITAG /canvasco bag
FOOD & DRINKS

NENI Berlin • Monkey Bar • Woodfire Bakery

Monkey Bar Berlin
From the 10th floor you have the best view of the
city and the zoo. Escape the hustle and bustle of
the capital and enjoy a drink on the Monkey Bar's
roof terrace.

↑ NENI Berlin
The culinary mosaic
of Mediterranean,
Persian and Austrian
influences lives from
sharing with others
and enjoyment with
all the senses.
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COLOURFUL
BERLIN
TEXT BERLINAGENTEN

BERLIN

On the subject of the gay district,
which are the must-visit highlights in
Schöneberg?

The main hub where you’ll find a
cluster of queer/gay shops, cafés and
pubs is around Nollendorfplatz,
Motzstrasse and Fuggerstrasse.
Everyone who loves the style of the
Golden Twenties should pay visit to
the memorial to Christopher
Isherwood 2, where the author lived
and wrote 2 books which later became
the success story “Cabaret”. All graffiti fans should visit the Urban Nation 3
a free graffiti museum, and reading
enthusiasts are advised to check out
the great selection at the Eisenherz
book store 4. The Schwules Museum
is an exhibition and research centre 5
with collections focusing on LGBTQ+
history and culture.
If you want to shop for sexy outfits?

The most famous shop for gay fashion
and accessories is Brunos 6, but I personally recommend Schwarzer Reiter 7 a
stylish shop full of fetish gadgets, club
wear, kinky couture and fun accessories
for both men and women.

Where can you enjoy the legendary
Berlin nightlife?

First up, you never enter a Berlin club
before 1-2am, as that’s when the real
action starts. There are over 100 clubs
in Berlin, perhaps more! I first head
for one of the smaller “radar” places
like the electro bar Chaussee131 15 or
Zur Klappe 16, a former public toilette.
Another option for a fun night out is
the legendary Schwuz 17, a cavernous
queer club with three dancefloors. If
I’m still buzzing at around 6-7am, I
continue to one of Berlin’s most
notorious techno clubs – Berghain 18
or maybe Griessmühle 19 (check the
venue beforehand). They remain open
almost the whole weekend…
Berlin sounds very excessive at night,
where do you wind down?

Ibiza or Bali is closer than you think in
Berlin! Berliners love sun bathing,
swimming or relaxing in spa temples,
so don’t miss the Haubentaucher 20
beach club in the summer time or
Vabali 21 Berlin all year around.
Another great place is the legendary
bunker look-a-like Liquidrom 22
which is actually a wellness oasis.

Which bars do you recommend after a
day of culture

Henrik Tidefjärd is owner of the Berlinagenten, an
award-winning luxury lifestyle tour agency in Berlin. His
speciality is to plug visitors into Berlin’s hip, happening and
sexy scene, although he also points out the queer highlights
of Berlin. Adele and Madonna’s daughter Lourdes are just
two of the international celebs who have signed up for some
of his private tours. Here are some of his favourite LGBT
hotspots and latest gems in Berlin.

↘ berlinagenten.com

Berlin is today a food mecca, which
is your latest scoop on the restaurant
scene?

Berlin is full of new discoveries, but
the Cocktail Bistro Bonvivant 1 is a
little heaven for foodies who enjoy a
touch of vegetarian gourmet. The

creative dishes can be paired with
their own innovative cocktails.
This stylish eatery is situated in the
gay district of Schöneberg, so it also
draws the LGBT crowd living in the
same area.

If I want to kick-off the night in a glamourous setting, I hang-out at the bar
at Cecconi’s 8. It feels very sexy and
cosmopolitan and is the perfect spot
to check whether A-listers are in
town. Just outside you will find the
Torstrasse, which has developed into
one of the longest bar & restaurant
strips in Berlin. The most stylish
waterholes for a more mature gay
scene are Coven Bar 9 and Bar Saint
Jean 10 in Mitte. but my new hang-out
is the recently opened Kink Bar &
Restaurant 11, an impressive space
with art installation, living room furniture and a huge bar island in the
middle of the room. If you are looking
for classic gay/lesbian meeting points,
you should visit Heile Welt 12, MöbelOlfe 13 or the Prinzknecht 14.
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↘ 1 Bistro Bonvivant Goltzstraße 32
2 Denkmal für Christopher Isherwood
Nollendorfstraße 17
3 Urban Nation Bülowstraße 7
4 Buchhandlung Eisenherz Motzstraße 23
5 Ausstellungs- und Forschungszentrum
Schwules Museum Lützowstraße 73
6 Brunos Maaßenstraße 14
7 Schwarzer Reiter Torstraße 3
8 Cecconi’s Torstraße 1
9 Coven Bar Kleine Präsidentenstraße 3
10 Bar Saint Jean Steinstraße 21
11 Kink Bar & Restaurant
Schönhauser Allee 176
12 Heile Welt Motzstraße 5
13 MöbelOlfe Reichenberger Straße 177
14 Prinzknecht Fuggerstraße 33
15 Chaussee131 Chausseestraße 131
16 Zur Klappe Yorckstraße 2
17 Schwuz Rollbergstraße 26
18 Berghain Am Wriezener Bahnhof
19 Griessmühle Sonnenallee 221
20 Haubentaucher Revaler Straße 99
21 Vabali Berlin Seydlitzstraße 6
22 Liquidrom Möckernstraße 10
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25hours Hotel

THE ROYAL
BAVARIAN
bavarians do it better.
The 25hours Hotel The Royal Bavarian has carved its niche in Munich. Its stately
building was originally used as the Main Post Office and Royal Telegraph Exchange.
Today, it is packed with ironic and iconographic allusions to the royal heritage and
the traditional self-perception of Bavarian residents. Even in the lift you will be greeted by a mini installation that reflects Bavaria’s royal history. The Elephant Fountain
on the on the ground floor is a spectacular eye-catcher and a witty nod to the fountains in the lobby of Berlin’s legendary Hotel Adlon.

CONTACT &
LOCATION
25hours Hotel The Royal Bavarian
Bahnhofplatz 1, 80335 Munich
p +49 89 904 00 10
royalbavarian@25hours-hotels.com
Nearest public transport stop(s):
Munich Main Station (numerous
S- and U-Bahn, bus and tram lines)
Nearest sight:
The Cathedral Church of Our Lady
(Frauenkirche)

TOP 3 FEATURES

↑ The Boilerman Bar Munich

Highballs are the stars here –
uncomplicated drinks prepared
with spirits of the highest
quality.

facts & figures
HOTEL

ROOMS

165 rooms • free MINI rental • Schindelhauer bikes
for rent • Jogging corner • Sauna • free
high-speed Wi-Fi • event venue for 20 people

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth speaker •
FREITAG bag
FOOD & DRINKS

NENI München • Deli & Orangery • The Boilerman Bar

NENI München →
The NENI concept is the
brainchild of the Molcho family
and masterfully combines
impressions of Israeli, Romanian, and Spanish cuisine with
local influences.
Deli & Orangery
Drinks and coffee specialities,
snacks and cakes in the familiar
NENI ambience .

1. Swiss pine sauna
2. Muschelkammer
3. Peacock and Swan Suites

MUNICH

City 25hours directory

OUT
AND
ABOUT
Munich is known for beer (Oktoberfest), culture
(theatres & museums) and its ‘schickeria’ (a pejorative
term for the trendy crowd). But away from the Maximilianstraße, outdoor fans are certain to get their money’s
worth in the city on the Alpine foothills. The city is not
particularly big, so it’s the perfect place to explore on
foot, by bike or on public transport – depending on
how active or leisurely you happen to be.
TEXT LISA BIERBRAUER

↘ Georg-Kalb-Straße 3

CYCLING IN THE
PALACE PARK
The district of Gern is the
ideal place for a royal cycle
tour. Bikers start at the Nymphenburg Palace canal and
continue on through the Palace Park. Residents of Munich
come here in droves to skate
when the canal freezes over in
winter. The trail then leads
back to where it started via the Fasaneriesee lake, Würm Canal and Hundsee lake.
↘ Schloß Nymphenburg 1
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THE SACRED MOUNTAIN

People in Munich head for the
nearby mountains at the weekend. Most of the hiking trails can
be easily reached from the main
station, either by train or car.
What’s the best route? Visit the
Munich Mountain Girls for
useful tips about the best trails
or to tag along with another
group.

More leisurely souls might prefer an easy
stroll up the sacred mountain. That’s the
local nickname for Andechs Monastery
overlooking Lake Ammer near Herrsching. Arriving in Herrsching by train,
it’s just a 1-hour march to the monastery
and its own beer garden and brewery.
Visitors should not miss the opportunity
to enjoy Lake Ammer or the mountain
vista, either before or after the
monastery.

↘ munichmountaingirls.de/tourentipps

↘ Bergstraße 2, 82346 Andechs

ON FOOT
Any of the innumerable beer gardens – for
instance the historical
Augustiner Keller
on Arnulfstraße –
are the best places to
experience nature.
There are shadowy
spots beneath chestnut trees to enjoy
the more laid-back
Bavarian style.
Insider tip: Most beer
gardens have sections
where you are allowed to eat your
own food. You only need to purchase beer and soft drinks.
↘ Arnulfstraße 52

BY BIKE
Bikes are the preferred means of
transport in the Bavarian capital.
Numerous bike paths snake through
the city, among then the popular Isar
Cycle Route which is ideal for short
or more ambitious trips. After about
40 minutes from the main station
heading south along the Isar river,
you reach the WAWI forest inn, a
popular place for a first refreshment
in the form of traditional Bavarian
beer and snacks. Passing Bad Tölz,
you can continue the route up into
the Alps to the source of the Isar,
depending on your personal level of
motivation.

INTO THE MOUNTAINS

Foto Leonie Lorenz
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DRINKING GAMES
Before it gets all too leisurely, beer garden visitors
can also take part in a
number of sports that are
understandably related to
drinking. One of the wellknown tests of strength is
called ‘Maßkrugstemmen’. Competitors lift up a full, 1-litre tankard – known as a Maß – and hold it
aloft with their arm outstretched. The last one to put down the tankard wins
the game, while the more puny loser sets off to fetch the next round.
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25hours Hotel

DAS TOUR
the french
connection.
The 25hours Hotel Das Tour opened in
spring 2018 at its prominent location in
the new urban development project Le
Quartier Central. The Rhine metropolis
and its proximity to France inspired the
design concept that blends German
engineering and French artistic flair into
a holistic concept. The 25hours Hotel Das
Tour builds this contrast into a mixture of
rooms bursting with romantic, French
details and clear structures that highlight
the German influences.

CONTACT & LOCATION
25hours Hotel Das Tour
Louis-Pasteur-Platz 1
40211 Düsseldorf
p +49 211 900 91 00
dastour@25hours-hotels.com

TOP 3 FEATURES:
1. ROOFTOP RESTAURANT & BAR
2. BATHTUBS ON THE SOUTH-FACING BALCONIES
3. FLORIST

Nearest public transport stop(s):
Wehrhahn (S1, S6, S11)
Uhlandstraße (U71, U72, U73, U83)
Nearest sight:
Düsseldorf Old Town

facts & ﬁgures
HOTEL

198 rooms • free MINI rental •
Schindelhauer bikes for rent • Jogging
corner • Sauna & Gym • Garage •
free high-speed Wi-Fi • event venue
for 50 people
ROOMS

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth
speaker • FREITAG/canvasco bag
FOOD & DRINKS

↑ The Paris Club Restaurant & Bar
French cuisine & fi rst-rate highballs with a spectacular
view over Düsseldorf from the 16th & 17th floors.

The Paris Club Restaurant & Bar •
Café La Tour
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STYLEALBUM

SHOP TILL
YOU DROP

Foto Credit Ardelle Schneider

BEYOND STUDIOS
Perched on the seemingly
drab Stresemannstraße,
Beyond Studios has gradually become one of Düsseldorf’s most favourite
shopping locations over
the last 3 years. Its selfdescription as a “curated
collection of good things”
hits the nail pretty much
on the head. The breezy
concept store catches the
eye with a large selection
of purist fashion collections for women, along with
plants, jewellery, books,
cosmetics, interior stuff,
shoes and accessories.

TEXT THE DORF

Düsseldorf: City of art, trade fairs
and sport – but undoubtedly its
biggest claim is as a city of
fashion. Tina & David from the
Düsseldorf magazine THE DORF
take the opportunity to show that
shopping in Düsseldorf can be a
delightful experience even away
from the legendary Kö & Co!

MAGAZIN FÜR DÜSSELDORF

THE DORF is the print
and online magazine for
locations in Düsseldorf,
as well as its highlights,
faces & contemporary
culture. Its editorial team
around founders David
Holtkamp and Tina
Husemann has been showing Düsseldorf’s ‘creative face’ since the magazine was founded in
2014. The selection of
tips is hand-picked and
does not claim to be complete. People, addresses,
insider tips & hidden
gems from the worlds of
food, art, music, design,
shopping & more.

Foto Credit Robin Hartschen

↘ Stresemannstraße 8

ELA SELECTED
Must see! Gabriela Holscher-Di Marco
opened the now legendary ELA selected
concept store in October 1977 and was
among the first to introduce designers
like Henrik Vibskov, MM6 Maison Margiela or LEVIS jeans to German shoppers.
Besides collections by upcoming designers and established labels, regular art
shows are an integral part of the concept.
↘ Volmerswerther Straße 21

Opened in summer 2020, the shop showcases
objects, stories and people from the worlds of
design, fashion, art, culture and cosmetics that
are rooted in an emerging era of credibility.
The historical building and the picturesque
rear courtyard were once used as office space
by a wine and spirits merchant.

↘ thedorf.de

↘ Schirmerstraße 23

AFEW STORE —
SNEAKER STORE
Düsseldorf’s Little
Tokyo has plenty to
offer: Sushi, sake …
sneakers! The afew store
has been a refreshing
addition to this concentration of Far Eastern
influences ever since. The store’s collection
includes shoes by adidas, Nike, Asics, Reebok,
Puma & co. – often rare pieces that are only
available in limited editions or exclusively
from afew.
↘ Oststraße 36

4 QUESTIONS FOR: ARIANE ERNST

Describe Düsseldorf style in 3
words!

Cool, casual and equally chic.
Your top 3 shopping addresses
in Düsseldorf?

↘ Fürstenwall 66
Foto Credit Johann Wall

Foto Credit Tim Zimmermann

LIVE LAB STUDIOS

Sue holds court at her
Stylealbum concept store
just a stone’s throw away
from the 25hours Hotel
Das Tour. Tucked away in
a rear courtyard, she sells a
fantastic selection of mainly German, French and
Scandinavian designers &
labels like WOOD, Malaikaraiss, Blanche, Self-Portrait, Vivetta, Nanushka, Baum und Pferdgarten
and many more. Plus: Accessories, home gadgets,
jewellery and cosmetics.

Ariane Ernst is a designer from
Düsseldorf. Her jewellery creations
are beloved by influencers and
available both online and in her
own store in Unterbilk.
↘ Bilker Allee 81

Apropos for chic, Stylealbum for
casual and Beyond Store for cool.
Where are you found having
dinner with friends?

At Bar Olio diagonally opposite from
the 25hours Hotel Das Tour. Then we’ll
stop off for a drink at The Paris Club
Bar to enjoy the fantastic view over
Düsseldorf.
Where do you find inspiration?

Among the people here and the great
museums and galleries.
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25hours Hotel

← NENI Köln
Best served Balagan style:
A ramble through mezze, main
courses and desserts casually
placed at the middle of the table.
A pleasant chaos.

THE CIRCLE

↓ Monkey Bar Cologne
Let's go on cocktail safari.
Inspired by local bars, reinterpretations of famous drinks or
new creations - there is something for everyone.

› TOP 3
FEATURES

1 _ SAUNA WITH
A VIEW OF
THE CITY
2_ BREAKFAST
WITH CATHEDRAL
VIEW
3 _ ANALOGUE
UPGRADE 

the rings of fire.
The hotel is centrally located in Cologne’s city centre, in a historical rotunda
that used to serve as the administrative
offices of the Gerling insurance group.
The Gerling Quartier inspired the creative minds at the 25hours Hotel to come up
with an imaginative reinterpretation of
the period of the economic miracle and
the technical utopias developed at that
time. The spacious main hall, in which
once upon a time policy holders of the
Gerling Group paid their insurance contributions, is now home to a welcoming
café with numerous co-working spaces
for stress-free working, a Bike Corner, an
Experience Corner, and a record store.

CONTACT &
LOCATION

25hours Hotel The Circle
Im Klapperhof 22 –24
50670 Cologne
p +49 221 162 53 0
thecircle@25hours-hotels.com

HOTEL

ROOMS

207 rooms • free MINI rental • Schindelhauer bikes
for rent • Jogging corner • Sauna • Garage •
free high-speed Wi-Fi • event venue for 100 people

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth speaker •
FREITAG /canvasco bag
FOOD & DRINKS

NENI Köln • Monkey Bar

Nearest public transport stop:
Friesenplatz (U3 –5, U12, U15)
Nearest sight:
Belgian Quarter

186 CITY
V EEDEL
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IF YOU’VE NEVER
BEEN TO COLOGNE ...
... then you should leave plenty of space on your bucket
list! After all, Cologne has far more to offer than the
occasionally less picturesque façades might suggest.
TEXT RAUSGEGANGEN

Yeah, sure, Cologne Cathedral: Whether,
it’s outside, inside or after heaving yourself up the 533 steps to the top – you just
can’t help but admire the view.
Head over to the right-hand side of
the Rhine, to the KölnTriangle Panorama, to see all of Cologne spread out
below. It’s easy to get your bearings
100 m up in the air! You can combine
this stop with a stroll across Hohenzollern Bridge and its endless array of love
locks, some say as many as 340,000.
Have you attached one as well?
Citizens of Cologne flock to the various parks as soon as the sun peaks out.

The flora in the Botanical Garden is
definitely a green highlight, whatever
the season.

GOOD TO KNOW
Cologne has 86 Veedel (districts), each
one of them special. Pleasure seekers
spend their evenings in Ehrenfeld or the
Belgian Quarter, which is also great for
strolling & shopping; Sülz, Nippes or
Südstadt have quaint streets for nice
walks and Cologne’s Old Town is home
to several breweries.

REGULAR EVENTS IN COLOGNE:

COLOGNE

Mundo Lingo — Meet people from all over the world! Head for
the Wohngemeinschaft bar, where you are given flag stickers for
the languages you speak as the perfect ice breaker for interesting
chats with other guests. Gin Tonic-Tag — Em Schnörres knocks
2€ off the price of gin every Wednesday – and you can sample a
few for just 1€ each.
↘ Wohngemeinschaft Richard-Wagner-Straße 39, every Wednesday, from 7pm, free admission
Em Schörres Dreikönigenstraße 2,
2, every Wednesday, free admission

Long Thursday at the Museum —Every first Thursday of the
month is Long Thursday – the municipal museums stay open
for longer and put on a special programme. Cinema is always
an option — Cologne is brimming with art house cinemas. Off
Broadway in Kwartier Latäng, Lichtspiele Kalk, Weißhauskino in
Sülz or the Odeon in Südstadt are always highly recommended.

Where’s the party? — Helios, Heinz Gaul, CBE, Live Music Hall
– Ehrenfeld clubs are legendary! Quirky Odonien is a great place to dance to EDM. More laid back — If you fancy putting
your feet up instead: Head to Kulturcafé Lichtung to enjoy amazing Friday concerts over a cold Kölsch beer – often with free
admission.
↘ Kulturcafé Lichtung Ubierring, from 7pm

Culinary Saturday A small selection: Brauhaus
Brauhaus Lommerzheim is
a great place to experience traditional Cologne and tuck into
some hearty delicacies. Die fette
fette Kuh has the best burgers in the
city (be prepared for a queue), and the Bagatelle
Bagatelle will spoil you
with its cosy ambience and superb tapas.
↘ Brauhaus Lommerzheim Siegesstraße 18 // Die fette Kuh Bonner Straße 43
Bagatelle Teutoburger Straße 17

Dichterstunde — The poets arrive when Monday draws to a
close: Enjoy the alternative candlelit poetry slam over a lazy
glass of wine. Reh Monday Live — Classy, authentic music by
local bands: Punters gather at Zum Scheuen Reh on Monday
evening for an after-work beer and to enjoy the intimate gigs.
↘ Café Storch Aachener Straße 17, every Monday, from 10pm, free admission
Zum Scheuen Reh Hans-Böckler-Platz 2, every Monday, from 8pm, free admission

Relaxing Sunday. — My tip for Sunday breakfast: The Vintage
Café Vevi is like a Shangri-La for vegans and vegetarians!
A small eaterie in the Belgian Quarter, it is run with a loving
attention to detail and serves extravagant food. Beautiful walk
— Volksgarten is a great place for a stroll, then a spin on a pedal
boat and finally a chilled Kölsch and some tasty food in Herllers
Volksgarten.
Volksgarten .
↘ Vintage Café Vevi Brüsseler Straße 29

Jazz-O-Rama — A changing line-up of jazz musicians grace the
stage at Artheater every Tuesday. The venue is otherwise known
for its extravagant parties or theatre performances. Sion Summer Cinema — A silver screen and the breathtaking view of the
Port of Rheinau all around: Great movies are shown in the open
air cinema as soon as night falls in summer.
↘ Artheater Ehrenfeldgürtel 127, every Tuesday, from 21.30h, EUR 5 box office
Sion Sommerkino Rheinauhafen, Every day in summer, doors open: 7pm,
showing starts: when night falls, EUR 7–12
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WHAT IS RAUSGEGANGEN?

Rausgegangen is a Cologne city magazine for events and all kinds of inspiration. We pick our
selected tips every day – independent, subjective and always different. Be open for new things,
explore your city and meet people who like being out and about – just like you!
Download our free app if you would like to read our updated tips.

This individual recycled FREITAG bag
is yours for the duration of your stay.
Take it out.
Park it here.
Enjoy your stay.

www.schindelhauerbikes.de
More bags: freitag.ch
More cities, guides and lines:
freitag.ch/cityguidelines

PARTNER OF 25HOURS HOTELS
ask at the reception to rent a Schindelhauer bicycle
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25hours Hotel

TOP 3
FEAT
URES

TERMINUS
NORD
The 25hours Hotel Terminus Nord is situated at the
heart of the French capital, directly opposite the
Gare du Nord train station. From its earliest days
long ago, it has always been used as a hotel. Now a
25hours hotel, it has become a cool hotspot in the
lively 10th arrondissement. The interior design
brings the bustling neighbourhood right into the
hotel. A playful hodgepodge of vibrant, colourful
wall murals in street-art style adorn the rooms and
public spaces: a mix of cultures and an urban sanctuary rolled into one.
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ROOMS WITH
BALCONY
OVERLOOKING SACRÉCOEUR
———— ———————
———— ———————
———— ———————

say
hello to

NEIGHBOURHOOD
HEROES
BOOK

———— ———————
———— ———————
———— ———————

gustave.

THE
COLOURFUL
10TH ARRONDISSE
———— ———————

FACTS & FIGURES
HOTEL

237 rooms • Schindelhauer bikes for
rent • Jogging corner • Garage •
free high-speed Wi-Fi • event venue
for 40 people
ROOMS

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth
speaker • FREITAG /canvasco bag
FOOD & DRINKS

NENI Paris • SAPE Bar • Café Corner

CONTACT &
LOCATION

↑ SAPE Bar
Meeting place for locals
and travellers who want
to enjoy an appetiser or
after-work a drink.

25hours Hotel Terminus Nord
12 Boulevard de Denain
75010 Paris
p +33 1 42 80 20 00
terminusnord@25hours-hotels.com
Nearest public transport stop:
Gare du Nord Station (international
trains, metro lines and buses)
Nearest sight:
Sacré-Coeur de Montmatre

← NENI Paris
Inspired by Persian,
Arabic, French and
Russian influences,
the Molcho family's
restaurant concept is a
lively place where the
sharing of meals is a
key element.
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SANTÉ
TEXT KIKI LJUNG – ILLUSTRATION FOLIO ART

Jörg Meyer knows a thing or two about drinking. Not because he likes
one glass too many, but because he knows how to fill his glass with the
best drinks. At Le Lion in Hamburg, Jörg shakes and stirs like no other,
making everything from highballs to his iconic invention, the gin basil
smash. So who better to put together a selection of the best locations for
Parisian drinking culture.

PARIS
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5. MABEL
What exactly does it mean when a bar
menu describes drinks as ‘dangerously
good’? Presumably that the evening will
be a long one: ‘If you love rum or champagne, this is the most interesting spot in Paris,’ say Jörg.
The drinks are served in a setting characterised by cool concrete and industrial-style furniture. However, don’t be confused if
you visit 58 Rue d’Aboukir
and only first smell cheese,
not rum and champers: Mabel
is hidden behind a grilled cheese shop.
That, too, can be rather dangerous.
↘ Rue d’Aboukir 58

1. GLASS
It’s when other bars have long closed their
shutters that things really kick off here:
Glass is one of the few Parisian locations
that is open into the early hours of the
morning. It’s no wonder that Jörg lovingly
calls the bar ‘my saviour in the night’.
‘When it gets late in Paris,’ he gushes,
‘and it’s time for loud music and excellent
drinks, Glass is the place to go.’ How convenient that number 7 Rue Frochot is
located at the heart of the notorious
entertainment district of Pigalle. The
kaleidoscope of neon lights makes for an
interesting journey home.
↘ Rue Frochot 7

3. DANICO
‘Stylish’ — there’s no better way to describe Danico. With its heavy marble bar, a
harmonious colour concept, and subtle
nods to the Art Nouveau aesthetic, the
bar at 6 Rue Vivienne offers a treat for the
eyes. And so do the drinks: the mezcalbased ‘Flowers’ cocktail has delicate pansies floating on the top, and the pink Merlet and blackcurrant foam on the ‘Fond de
Culotte’ drink is finished with colourful
sprinkles. Of course, the drinks taste as
lovely as their beautiful presentation suggests. ‘If you want a très chic night out in
Paris, you should definitely go to Danico,’
Jörg recommends.
↘ Rue Vivienne 6

2. LE SYNDICAT
‘The young, wilder side of France is
behind the bar here,’ says Jörg. If you’re in
the mood for great drinks but don’t want
to go somewhere with a snobby atmosphere, then Le Syndicat at 51 Rue du Faubourg Saint-Denis is the perfect place for
you. ‘Here, they serve exclusively French
products whipped up into extremely creative drinks,’ says Jörg. Think traditional
fruit brandies such as Eau de Vie de
Framboise or Corsican Liqueur de Myrte
Corse alongside all the classics, with a
twist. It’s a treat for the ears, too: ‘The
drinks are served to French hip hop.’ The
antiquated takes on a new flavour.

4. EXPERIMENTAL COCKTAIL CLUB
Everything began for the Experimental
Cocktail Club at 37 Rue Saint-Sauveur:
‘More than ten years ago, this small but
lovely bar saw the beginning of what
makes France’s cool new bar culture
what it is today,’ says Jörg. Between chipped walls and opulent chandeliers, the
bartenders concoct excellent classic
drinks and exciting new creations. Primarily to locals who enjoy a tipple: ‘Even
today, this small, creative cocktail bar in
a cool neighbourhood still stands for
excellent drinks in an authentic Parisian
setting,’ says Jörg.

↘ Rue du Faubourg, Saint-Denis 51

↘ Rue Saint-Sauveur 37

6. HÔTEL AMOUR
More than just a name: it’s no wonder
that the guests at Hôtel Amour sit on
romantic red armchairs beneath palm
trees. In any case, sleep is hard to find for
lovebirds at this four-star hotel on Rue
de Navarin: the drinks at the hotel bar
are far too tasty for that. Hôtel Amour is
always worth a visit for food as well, be it
for breakfast, lunch, or an evening meal
with some late night after dinner drinks.
Because here, you can really taste the
love. That goes for the cocktails, too.
↘ Rue de Navarin 8

7. BRASSERIE TERMINUS NORD
Brasseries are as important to Paris as
madeleines are to Proust. Of course, the
list of the best locations in Paris must
include a traditional brasserie. The Brasserie Terminus Nord at 23 Rue de Dunkerque, just around the corner from the
25hours Hotel Terminus Nord, wins over
its visitors with an excellent range of
cocktails, long drinks, and beers — as
well as popular French bistro classics.
All in the perfect setting: Parisian flair
around the clock.
↘ Rue de Dunkerque 23
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25hours Hotel

← Alimentari
A traditional Florentine grocery store which
offers Italian paninis
and salads as well as a
wide range of wine and
local products.

FACTS & FIGURES
HOTEL

ROOMS

171 rooms • Schindelhauer bikes for rent • Outdoor
sauna with relaxation room • Indoor gym • Garage
• free high-speed Wi-Fi • Breakout area with two
multi-functional event rooms

Minibar included • Safe • Bluetooth speaker •
FREITAG / canvasco bag
FOOD & DRINKS

San Paolino Restaurant • Dolceamaro Bar
COMPANION • Alimentari

when in
florence.
The 25hours Hotel in Florence is designed around the story of Dante Alighieri’s ‘Divine Comedy’, which has been
playfully reinterpreted by Italian interior designer Paola Navone. The journey
through the literary masterpiece begins
at Reception. Should you spend the
night in paradise or brave hell instead?
Guests can choose for themselves where
they would like to sleep – the hotel
rooms are divided into these two categories of Inferno and Paradiso. The
hotel’s own cinema provides divine
entertainment: the “Cinema Paradiso”
offers a broad selection of past and present films inspired by Dante.

25hours Hot
el Piazza Sa
n Paolino
Piazza di Sa
n Paolino, 1
50123 Floren
z
p +39 055 29
66
sanpaolino@ 911
25hours-ho
tels.com
Nearest publ
ic transpor
t st
Santa Maria
Novella railw op:
ay station
Nearest sigh
ts:
Basilica di Sa
nta Maria Nov
ella

TOP 3

FEATURES
CASSETTA DEL GIARDINO
ALIMENTARI
INFERNO & PARADISO

← San Paolino

Dolce Amaro Bar COMPANION →
Classic Italian yet also international.
At the centre of the Dolceamaro Bar are
bittersweet classics, like the Negroni.

In the San Paolino you
will find Italian cuisine which offers the
best produce from all
regions of the country.
A good meeting point
at any time of day.
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FLORENCE

FINZE DA
FIORENNO
TEXT GRAZIANO STAINO

↘ Basilica di San Lorenzo

To love Florence means sharing the
city with tourists and locals alike. Both
populate its streets, fill it with life and
are an integral part of its fabric.
“My Florence” starts early in the
morning with a stroll around the historic centre with its monuments all
around me, lit by the first rays of the
sun: living outside of the city centre is
out of the question for me.
As a director, I prefer districts that
have retained their own popular soul
and an artistic and artisan fabric, such
as Sant'Ambrogio, Santo Spirito and San
Lorenzo. In these neighbourhoods, postcard motifs become real and find real
settings.
I like experimenting with high-tech
gadgets and alternating them with vintage gadgets and accessories that I find
in the various flea markets of Via Vanni,
such as "Tutto di più", or specialist
shops like Ottica Serraglini 1 on Via
Pietrapiana. Alternatively, I wait until
the last Sunday of the month for the
antiques and vintage market at Piazza
Ghiberti.
As far as make-up and hairstyling for
the cinema and theatre are concerned,
Florence is well catered for thanks to
the historic studio Filistrucchi 2 on Via
Verdi and the best-equipped make-up
shop in all of Italy, Nicla 3 on Via
Nazionale.
In my productions, I like to use small
objects and furnishing accessories from
the past, which I can find in the creative
shop UB 4 on Via dei Conti (the rare
vintage wallpapers are a must-see) or in
the "Galleria San Jacopo" in Borgo San
Jacopo (which has a vast collection of
mannequins interspersed with works of
contemporary art).

When it comes to food, I cannot
resist my favourite sandwich from
Semel 5 for lunch (my three recommendations are the donkey sandwich, the
snail sandwich or the ravioli and wild
boar sandwich). In the evening, you
cannot go wrong with the traditional
Tuscan dishes served at Caﬀ è Cibreo 6
(I recommend the taglierini with cheese
and butter followed by Livorno-style
chops), preceded by an unmistakeable
glass of red wine from ‘Casa del Vino’
(organic, biodynamic and natural wines,
also served by the glass). After dinner, it
is straight to Volume 7 for concerts and
drinks in the shadow of the Santo Spirito church (there is even a house cocktail
created by Piero Pelù called "Santo
Spirito").

↘ Old Town of Florence

Born in Flor
ence in 1972
, Graziano St
tic secondar
aino went to
y school befo
an ar tisre studying
demy of Fine
painting at
Ar ts.
the Aca-

↘ Piazza Santo Spirito

In 1997, he
moved to New
York to spec
phic techniqu
ialise in phot
es and vide
ograo editing.
Returning to
Florence in
1999, he mad
that were sh
e some shor
own at impo
t ﬁlms
rtant festiv
the Ofelia Fe
als, and also
stival for tw
directed
o years.
He began w
orking with
the group Af
ting a series
terhours in
of music vide
2008, shooos and desi
their theatr
gning the im
ical tours.
ages for
Then, in 2016
, he founded
and directed
rence Film Fe
the Long Ta
stival. Toge
ke Flother with Se
year later he
rre Torrigiani
organised th
, just one
e
an
nual Sequen
Festival, whi
ce Shot Film
ch explores
different as
matic langua
pects of cine
ge and indivi
dual themes
.

↘ 1 Ottica Serraglini Via Pietrapiana, 26
2 Filistrucchi Via Giuseppe Verdi, 9
3 Nicla Make-Up Artist Via Nazionale, 67
4 UB 50123, Via dei Conti, 4
5 Semel Street Food
Piazza Lorenzo Ghiberti, 44/r
6 Cibreo Via Andrea del Verrocchio, 5R
7 Volume Piazza Santo Spirito, 3

Then, in 2021
, he created
the program
for the Natio
me
nal Theatre
of
Tuscany, featuring interv
iews with le
ading ﬁgure
of the Italia
s
n music, thea
tre and cine
ma scenes,
as well as da
nce performances and
readings.
Since the op
ening of the
25hours
Hotel di Fire
nze, Grazian
o Staino has
also curated
the program
me of ﬁlm
evenings in
the hotel's C
in
ema
Paradiso.
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25hours Hotel

one thousand
and twenty
five nights.
With a view of the Museum of the
Future, guests of the 25hours Hotel One
Central can experience how the ancient
traditions of the Bedouins are brought
back to a modern life. The figure of
Hakawati, is the inspiration for the hotel,
which, peppered with countless details,
becomes a storyteller itself.

contact
and
location

25hours Hotel One Central
Trade Center Street
PO Box 9895
Dubai, UAE
P +971 4 210 25 25
onecentral@25hours-hotels.com

Nearest public transport stop:
World Trade Center (Red Line)
Nearest sights:
Museum of the Future

FACTS AND
FIGURES
HOTEL

434 rooms • Free MINI rental • Free Schindelhauer
bikes for hire • Free high-speed Wi-fi •
Valet parking service • Event areas • Extra Hour
Spa • Indoor-outdoor gym • 25hours things shop •
Roof terrace with pool • Outdoor cinema AKIL •
Hair salon by Wassim Steve • Akin Barber & Shop •
Podcast studio • Co-working space

Tandoor Tina ↑
inspired by journeys through India, Tandoor Tina
celebrates fresh, high-quality ingredients, cooked
over charcoal and fi re on the grill and in the
tandoor oven.
Nomad Day Bar ↓
The perfect place for a quick caffeine fi x. Run all
day by the baristas from Nightjar Coffee, it serves
great coffee and light bites for in-between meals.

ROOMS

Minibar included • Smart TV • Bluetooth speaker •
canvasco bag • Air conditioning • Safe
FOOD & DRINKS

Tandoor Tina • ERNST Biergarten & Wirtshaus •
Monkey Bar & Monkey Poolbar • Nomad Day Bar
by Nightjar Coffee

TOP 3
FEATURES
View of the Museum of
the Future
↑ Monkey Bar &

Monkey Poolbar
The Monkey Bar has a
breath-taking view of
the Museum of The
Future. In addition to
fi rst-class drinks, there
are Latin Americaninspired snacks.

Roof terrace with pool
Fountain of Tales with
over 5,000 books

← Ernst Biergarten & Wirtshaus

Ernst is a true Bavarian beer garden. Home-baked
pretzels are served with the numerous beers on tap.
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alserkal
avenue

TEXT SVENM

If you want to wake up to a full day of artisanal experiences ask a taxi for Alserkal
Avenue; still under the radar but centrally located, it's just off the city's main Sheikh
Zayed stretch and home to original cafés, galleries, boutiques, exercise concepts and
maker's studios.
The five lanes of the Avenue are packed with hidden activities from 6.30am 11.00pm. So, if you plan in advance you can take in everything from yoga sessions and
perfume-making to flower arranging, a theatre play and an independent film. There's
literally so much on offer, you can spend the day fully entertained, so we've picked 5
lifestyle highlights.
Kick-off with a morning power ride on one of Crank's 40 spinning bicycles, then reboost your energy levels with a vegan treat and a Tiger juice at Wild and the Moon.
Now you're ready for the exhibition trail: on average there are 15 shows running at
any one time, from regional stalwarts like The Third Line, Carbon 12, Grey Noise and
Showcase, to outposts of Parisian and New York galleries, including Custot and Leila
Heller. As it's probably time for lunch, head into Nightjar for a spicy cauliflower and a
fi x of caffeine from their award winning roastery. Then enjoy one last treat of your
immersive journey at SVENM, where you can personally meet one of the city’s most
revered designers. Sven Müller is there every day, working in his uncluttered, minimalist studio, and if you're lucky enough he'll be leading one of his popular live drawing sessions, meaning you can join in and take home your artwork, too. Alserkal
Avenue is really a must-see for everyone who craves something a little bit out of the
ordinary in Dubai.

ABOUT SVENM

A Berlin native, Sven opened his architecture
ﬁrm SVENM in Dubai back in 2009. Since 2016,
the design exhibition on Alserkal Avenue has
also been part of the brand portfolio.

DUBAI
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Facts and Figures

Indre By
i can’t
adult
today.

HOTEL

ROOMS

243 rooms • Schindelhauer bikes for rent • Jogging
corner • Assembly Hall • Vinyl Room & Love Library
• 25hours things Shop & Love Letter Station •
Wellbeing area with fitness suite, outdoor sauna and
power shower • Secret Garden • free high-speed
Wi-Fi • Breakout area with four event rooms

Minibar • Safe • KREAFUNK Bluetooth speaker
• canvasco bag

Copenhagen
A cosy neighbourhood
bar where highballs are
the true stars. Entertainment is provided by
board games which are
embedded into the
tables.

3

p +45 70 77 07 07
indreby@25hours-hotels.com

Nearest sight:
Round Tower

TOP

FEATURES

Assembly Hall
Love
Library F**k
Everything
Meeting
Room

Contact and Location
Nearest public transport stop:
Nørreport Station
(metro, express trains and buses)

NENI København • The Boilerman Bar •
Café Duse • The Assembly Hall Bar
← The Boilerman Bar

The 25hours Hotel Indre By
has found its home in a central location between the
Round Tower and the
Købmagergade shopping
street. Erected in the 19 th
century, the building once
housed a porcelain factory
and was later used as a university building. Now it is
once again a venue for art
and science and the exciting
time of Coming of Age. The
243 rooms are available in
two styles – whilst the Passion rooms reflect the emotional rollercoaster of growing
up, the Knowledge rooms
decorated in cosy shades of
green and blue deal with
Darwin’s and Tycho Brahe’s
adventure. Whether it’s the
Vinyl Room or the Love Library, there are hidden places
all over the hotel waiting to
be discovered.

25hours Hotel Indre By
Pilestræde 65
DK-1112 Copenhagen K.

FOOD & DRINKS

↑ Café Duse

A haven of culinary
delight with Italian
pastries, fresh coffee
and a large selection
of Samova teas.

→ NENI København

In the NENI København there is an eclectic brand of oriental
cuisine, coupled with
regional influences.
The highlight is the
private dining room.
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If you find yourself needing a breathing space
in the heart of the city, getting to Assistens
Cemetery takes around eight minutes. This
cemetery is anything but gloomy! It exudes
energy and is a beautiful natural area in the
centre of Copenhagen. The cemetery is known
for its long yellow wall and as the resting place
of two world-renowned Danes, H.C. Andersen
and Søren Kierkegaard. Assistens Cemetery is
in the district of Nørrebro, which is known for
its diversity and lively side streets. I grew up
in Nørrebro, so this area is especially close to
my heart.

ASSISTENS
CEMETERY

REFSHALEØEN

MIN

ASSISTENS
CEMETERY

Perhaps you’ve heard of Noma?
Noma has been voted the world’s
best restaurant on no fewer than
five occasions, most recently in
2021. Table reservation at Noma or
not, Refshaleøen is certainly worth
a visit. The island is an old industrial area which is now home to Denmark’s best restaurants, a street
food market, a sauna with views
across the ocean, and Copenhagen
Contemporary, Copenhagen’s international art centre. You can cycle
there in around 10 minutes, taking
in views of the Copenhagen Opera
House and our hotel, which opens
in 2024, along the way.

To get to the district of
Nørrebro, you will need to
cross Queen Louise Bridge.
This bridge is one of the busiest cycleways in the world,
and its four-metre-wide cycle lanes are there for good
reason. Cycling across the
busy bridge offers views of
the lakes of Sortedam Søen
and Peblinge Søen on either
side of the bridge.
Why not park up your bike
and take a walk around them
– just like the locals do!
Queen Louise Bridge is just
five minutes from the hotel.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL PLACES IN COPENHAGEN ARE
ONLY A FEW MINUTES BY BIKE FROM THE HOTEL.
Cycling is in the DNA of the
Danes. Around 1.4 million kilometres are cycled every day in
Copenhagen alone, and there
are more bikes than people.
What makes Copenhagen and
the hotel’s location so unique is
that you can cycle to the highest
places in Copenhagen from the
25hours Hotel in no more than
15 minutes.

REFSHALEØEN

QUEEN LOUISE
BRIDGE

The Meatpacking District is located in Vesterbro and is
an uber-hip area. The Meatpacking District was formerly
a centre for livestock and the meat trade, but is now home
to restaurants, nightclubs and galleries, and is particularly atmospheric in the evenings. On summer evenings, you
can enjoy high-quality food under open skies, or take in
one of the district’s cocktail bars or clubs. Make your visit
to the Meatpacking District the last stop on your excursion – from there it’s just ten minutes to home!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

MONA LINDGAARD
ME
DIATPA
ST CK
RI IN
CT G

MEATPACKING
DISTRICT

Mona is a true Copenhagen local. Born in the
trendy district of Nørrebro, she got on her bike
for the first time at the
age of 5. She started
spinning classes when
she was 14. Today she is
a part-time spinning
instructor.
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COMING SOON

25hours Hotel

Sydney
Australia

25hours Hotel Sydney will be located in the heritage building
of 1-11 Oxford Street, Paddington, bringing life back to one of
Sydney’s most iconic event and hospitality landmarks.
The Australian architecture firm Tonkin Zulaikha Greer is
to design the 25hours Hotel, which besides 105 guestrooms will
encompass a spectacular rooftop bar, overlooking Oxford Street
and Sydney’s Eastern Suburbs and harbour, as well as a restaurant and café as well as a state-of-art fitness centre and extensive conference facilities.
Two interior design companies will work on the project, A
Work of Substance from Hong Kong and Sydney-based interior
designers Acme & Co.

25hours Hotel

Melbourne
Australia

The planned hotel will be located in the central business district of Melbourne. In the suburb of Cremorne, to be precise.
Tech companies and start-ups have increasingly settled here in
recent years, turning the area into Australia’s answer to Silicon
Valley.25hours will again entrust the interior design for this
project to Stylt Trampoli from Gothenburg, Sweden, to give the
hotel a familiar touch despite the distance from Europe.

Cremorne

Port Philip
Bay

OPENING

2022
ROOMS

201

OPENING

2023
ROOMS

105
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25hours Hotel

Trieste
Italy

In the historic Palazzo Compartimentale in Piazza Vittorio
Veneto in the Italian port city of Trieste, 25hours is set to open
its second hotel in Italy by 2025.
As is the case with every 25hours hotel, this one will also
tell its own unique story inspired by its location and characterised by the art, culture, gastronomy and stories of its surroundings. The hotel will house a wide variety of gastronomic options including a restaurant opening onto the piazza, a bar and a
cafe, a rooftop wellness area, a unique cinema as well as conference and event facilities. In addition, the harbour will become
home to the world’s first 25hours Beachclub.

25hours Hotel

Paper Island
Copenhagen, Denmark
The new building is located in the city centre on the
island of Christiansholm (Paper Island). The island
takes the name from its past, when giant rolls of
paper were stored here and used for Danish newspapers. In recent years, Paper Island has developed
into an urban destination at the heart of Copenhagen’s harbour district.
The Danish experts at COBE were recruited as
architects. 25hours has placed the interior design in
the capable hands of Stylt Trampoli from
Gothenburg.

OPENING

2024
ROOMS

128

OPENING

2025
ROOMS

160
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